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	Oracle Application Integration Architecture (AIA) Foundation Pack is a commercial integration framework provided by Oracle Corporation. Oracle AIA provides a systematic approach of building business process integrations for an enterprise that helps it to consolidate their IT assets. Oracle AIA foundation pack also provides a set of application independent Enterprise Business Objects, Enterprise Business Messages, Enterprise Business Services, SOA based reference architecture, and test methodologies that help to build uniform integration infrastructure. Using AIA Foundation Pack, an enterprise can achieve quicker SOA adoptability and reusability. Oracle AIA framework requires Oracle SOA Suites in both design time and runtime environments.





	The scope of this book is to provide the readers with essential details about various AIA foundation pack components and the role of each component in integration architecture. The book starts with generic integration architecture, approaches, and importance of building application integrations using the SOA approach.
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C# 2.0: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Practical Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
This book tops my recommendation list for any developer learning C#. -David Makofske, Principal Consultant/Architect, Akamai Technologies

Great book for any C# developerit provides a number of practical programming tips and best practices on program design that enable you to utilize the C# language features effectively. -Adarsh Khare,...
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Vault Guide to Finance Interviews, 6th EditionVault, 2005
Money makes the world go round, and those in charge of money are the financiers. Have thirst for relevance? The finance industry has always been a competitive field, due in large part to the glamour and prestige assigned to the working relationships with industry titans. Of course, the outstanding salaries explain much of the pull as well. (Unless...
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Zend Framework 2.0 by Example: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	ZF2 is the latest update to the well-known Zend Framework. This version has considerably eased the process of building complex web applications with minimal development effort using plug and play components. ZF2 also provides a highly robust and scalable framework for developing web applications.


	"Zend Framework 2.0 by...
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Linux Apache Web Server Administration (Linux Library)Sybex, 2000
Authoratative Answers to All Your Apache Questions—Now Updated to Cover      Apache 2.0
      
      Linux Apache Web Server Administration is the most      complete, most advanced guide to the Apache Web server you’ll find      anywhere. Written by a leading Apache expert—and now updated to...
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Beyond the C++ Standard Library: An Introduction to BoostAddison Wesley, 2005
Introducing  the Boost libraries: the next breakthrough in C++ programming

Boost takes you far beyond the C++ Standard Library, making C++  programming more elegant, robust, and productive. Now, for the first time, a  leading Boost expert...
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The Non-Timing Trading SystemBusiness Expert Press, 2021

	The Non-Timing Trading System is a conservative process for investing

	in the stock market. This book is perfect for the investors that are

	dissatisfied with low interest rates and want high returns on their

	investment without high risk. The book will teach you a low-risk

	strategy that will give you consistent average yearly...
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